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 Instructions 

i. Question 1 is compulsory and contains 30 marks 
ii. Attempt any other two questions each carrying 20 marks 

 

Question 1 (30 marks) 

1. What is thermodynamics                                  (2 marks) 
2. Explain the following terms as used in thermodynamics 

i. Substance                                                         (2 marks) 
ii. System                                                               (2 marks) 
iii.  Adiabatic system                                               ( 2 marks) 

3. In a certain steam plant operating in a closed cycle, the turbine develops 1000 kW. 
The heat supplied to the steam in the boiler is 2800 kJ/kg, the heat rejected by the 
system to the cooling water in the condenser is 2100 kJ/kg and the feed pump work 
required to pump the condensate back into the boiler is 5 kW. Calculate the mass flow 
rate of steam round the cycle in kg/s.                                   (4 marks) 

4. Determine the dryness fraction, specific volume and specific internal energy of steam 
at 7 bar and enthalpy 2600 kJ/kg.                                                                                                                     
(5 marks) 

5. Determine the enthalpy and entropy of steam at 2 MPa and 240oC, using the Mollier 
chart. Compare your values with those obtained using steam tables.          (6 marks) 

6. Air at 8.6 bar and 190oC expands at the rate of 4.5 kg/s through a convergent-
divergent nozzle into a space at 1.03 bar. Assuming that the inlet velocity is 
negligible, calculate the throat and the exit cross-sectional areas of the nozzle. As 
shown in Fig. 1.        (7 marks) 

 
Fig. 1 

 

Question 2 (15 marks) 

1. In the compression stroke of an internal-combustion engine, the heat rejected to the 
cooling water is 45 kJ/kg and the work input is 90 kJ/kg. Calculate the change in 
specific internal energy of the working fluid stating whether it is a gain or a loss.                                    
(3marks) 



2. A turbine operating under steady flow conditions receives steam at the following 
state; pressure 13.8 bar; specific volume 0.143 m3/kg; internal energy 2590 kJ/kg; 
velocity 30 m/s. The state of the steam leaving the turbine is: pressure 0.35 bar, 
specific volume 4.37 m3/kg, internal energy 2360 kJ/kg, velocity 90 m/s. Heat is lost 
to the surroundings at the rate of 0.25 kJ/s. If the rate of steam flow is 0.38kg/s, what 
is the power developed by the turbine?                               (6 marks) 

3. 0.05 kg of steam at 15 bar is contained in a rigid vessel of volume 0.0076 m3. What is 
the temperature of the steam? If the vessel is cooled until the pressure in the vessel is 
11 bar, calculate the dryness fraction of the steam and the total heat rejected.                                                    
(4 marks) 

4. What is first law of thermodynamics                                                                                      
(2 marks) 

 

Question 3 (15 marks) 

1. 1 kg of steam at 7 bar, entropy 6.5 kJ/kg K, is heated reversibly at constant 
pressure until the temperature is 250 oC. Calculate the heat supplied, and show 
on a T-s diagram the area which represents the heat flow.                                                             
(8 marks) 

2. A rigid cylinder of volume 0.025 m3 contains steam at 80 bar and 350 oC. The 
cylinder is cooled until the pressure is 50 bar. Calculate the state of the steam 
after cooling and the amount of heat rejected by the steam. Sketch the process 
on a T-s diagram indicating the area which represents the heat flow.                                                             
(7 marks                     

 

 

 

Question 4 (15 marks) 

1. A single- pass shell and tube counter-flow heat exchanger uses waste gas on the shell 
side to heat a liquid in the tubes. The waste gas enters at a temperature of 400 oC at a 
mass flow rate of 40 kg/s; the liquid enters at 100 oC at a mass flow rate of 3 kg/s. 
Assuming that the velocity of the liquid is not to exceed 1 m/s, using the data below 
calculate: 

i. The required number of tubes                                 (3 marks) 
ii. The effectiveness of the heat exchanger;               (6 marks) 
iii.  The exit temperature of the liquid.                          (6 marks) 

            Neglect fouling factors and the thermal resistance of the tube wall. 

 

 

Question 5 (15 marks) 



1. A throttling calorimeter is used to measure the dryness fraction of the steam in the 
steam main which has steam flowing at a pressure of 8 bar. The steam after passing 
through the calorimeter is at 1 bar pressure and 115°C. Calculate the dryness fraction 
of the steam in the main. Take cps = 2.1 kJ/kg K.       (6 marks) 

2. In a gas turbine unit, the gases flow through the turbine is 15 kg/s and the power 
developed by the turbine is 12000 kW. The enthalpies of gases at the inlet and outlet 
are 1260 kJ/kg and 400 kJ/kg respectively, and the velocity of gases at the inlet and 
outlet are 50 m/s and 110 m/s respectively. Calculate: 

(i)The rate at which heat is rejected to the turbine, and                (4 marks) 
(ii)The area of the inlet pipe given that the specific volume of the gases at the 

inlet is 0.45 m3/kg. (5 marks) 

 

 


